
edutain@grid

Edutain@ grid  is  an  exciting  and  ground-breaking  project 
which  aims  to  open  the  benefits  of GRID  technology to the 
wider public.

GRID technology enables high performance computing that 
until now has typically only been available to academia and 
large industry. Edutain@grid is developing middleware that 
will give other application developers access to this powerful 
technology without the need for Grid infrastructure 
management. Edutain@grid also recognises that application 
interactivity and responsiveness expectations will need to 
be maintained. Its  success  will  be  demonstrated  through  
the development  of two  pilot  applications  for  massively  
multiplayer interactive gaming and e-learning, which the 
project defines as examples of Real-Time Online Interactive 
Applications (ROIAs). 
edutain@grid will establish innovative tools, services and 
methodologies for efficient development of ROIAs to exploit 
technology that has previously been applied to big science.
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Applications such as online multi-
player games and e-learning courses 
can be hosted on  conventional (non-
Grid) platforms.  In  this  instance, 
they  are  typically  hosted  on  a  
small  number  of servers  and  can 
support a limited number of partici-
pants. Grid technology provides an 
opportunity to support increased 
numbers of interacting participants 
and more powerful applications, or 
Real-Time Online Interactive Appli-
cations (ROIAs)“.

ROIAs, as defined within edutain@
grid, have a number of distinctive 
features: 

» They support a large number of 
concurrent users.

» Users may connect to applications 
in an ad-hoc manner. Grid resource 
scalability and flexibility will

 be important.

» Users will interact but may have dif-
ferent goals and may compete, as 
well as co-operate, with each 

» Users may be anonymous.

» Users will require a high level of re-
sponsiveness and connection con-
tinuity from applications.

» New Grid business models need to 
be considered. 

» Consideration will need to be given 
to competing Virtual Organisa-
tions.

» With access open to anyone, secu-
rity will be important.

Grid technology has developed to 
provide a powerful computing plat-
form for the needs of academia and 
large industry. However, it does not 
currently provide a high level of 
support for the scalability, respon-
siveness and multi-user interaction 
requirements of ROIAs. Edutain@
grid seeks to overcome these bar-
riers  and to  develop  a  cost-effec-
tive  middleware  solution for third  
party ROIA  developers. The middle-
ware will separate commercial and 
development platforms from Grid 
management considerations, giving 
greater accessibility to Grid technol-
ogy for developers.

Pilot Application 1: 

Gaming

Online,  multi-player  interactive  games  

currently  allow  only  two types  of  

games:  fast  action  games  with  a  few  

players  (perhaps  a maximum  of  64) 

such  as  first  person  shooters  (FPS),  or  

slower adventure games with several 

thousand players such as massively 

multi-player online role-playing 

games (MMORPGs). Edutain@grid 

aims  to  allow  the  development  of  

a  massively  multi-player  first person  

shooter  (MMOFPS) game.  The  gaming  

pilot  application  is based  on  an  

existing  fast  action  game  developed  

by  project  partner Darkworks.

Challenges



Rapid response times and interac-
tivity are important requirements of 
ROIA delivery, that cannot be deliv-
ered  by  existing  Grid  technology.  
In  order  to  address  this,  Edutain@
grid  will  develop  a  service  oriented 
architecture comprising three layers 
that will separate transaction and 
deployment activities from real-time 
delivery mechanisms: 

Business  layer.  This  will  handle  
transactions  between  ROIA  custom-
ers  and  suppliers, Service  Level
Agreements  between  ROIA  suppli-
ers  and  hardware  hosts, security  
arrangements  etc. Transactions will 
be handled using a web services‘ ap-
proach. 
 
Management layer. This layer will 
determine how ROIAs should be 
deployed to meet current user de-
mand, in accordance with SLA nego-
tiations that have been conducted 
in the Business Layer. The Manage-
ment Layer will also be based upon 
web services. 
 
Real  time  layer.  In  this  layer, the  
ROIAs  will  be  executed  using re-
sources  assigned  to  them through 
the Management Layer. It is this layer 
that will provide rapid response and 
interaction times, partly because it 
will be freed from commercial and 
Grid management considerations. W 
eb services are not suitable for this 
task due to the constraints of band-
width and communication protocol 
latency. 

Therefore, response  and  interaction  
will  be  further  improved  through  
the  development  of a  platform-in-
dependent API, enabling ROIAs to 
exploit real-time protocols.  

Grid  accessibility  is  currently  con-
strained  by  security  models,  usually  
involving  certification  of trusted 
community members with common 
goals. This will be too slow for ROIA 
applications and does not allow for 
access to ROIAs by unknown third 
parties. Edutain@grid is investigat-
ing more flexible approaches, which 
also recognise that some parties may 
have malicious motives. This analysis 
involves several possible business 
models that include a number of 
different actors within the delivery 
chain.

Approach 

Pilot Application 2: 

E-learning

Existing  e-learning  applications  are 

typically  constrained  by  a  limited 

bandwidth server environment. This 

has implications for levels of student 

interactivity and media richness. 

This is particularly constraining in 

e-learning for crisis management, 

where high levels of communication 

and interaction are required. Edutain@

grid aims to enable  development  of  

multistudent  e-learning  applications  

with high  levels  of  interaction,  

allowing  students  to  take  on  crisis  

management  roles  in  a more  realistic  

manner.  The  e-learning application  

will  be  based  on  training  applications  

developed  by  project partner BMT 

Cordah, in the field of maritime Search 

and Rescue.



For edutain@grid to be successful, it must result in middleware 
that improves on the multi-user interactivity seen in existing on-
line games and e-learning applications.   

Edutain@grid has set itself the following metrics for measuring 
success: 

1. The developed middleware must allow the support of multiple 
application sessions for both gaming and e-learning applica-
tions.

2. The developed middleware must allow 30%  more players 
or students to participate in the game or e-learning applica-
tion than can do so through existing web technologies, whilst 
maintaining Quality of Service. This will be measured against 
tests of the applications on existing architecture.

3. Users must have ready access to the applications. At least 40%  
of users should be able to use the pilot applications without 
the need for technical support.

4. The resulting technology must be cost effective for application 
developers. The cost of development of the pilot applications 
under conventional architecture and using the new middle-
ware will be assessed.

5. Throughout the project, results and technologies will be dis-
seminated and the take up of the technology  will  be  measured.  
In  particular, the  definitive  success  metric  for  edutain@grid  
is  the  release  of a commercial game based on the technology 
within 18 months of the project completion.
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